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A selection of 25 items ranging in interest from paintings and prints including-
Clara Allport’s watercolour of Manly and Joseph Smith’s magnificent image of 
the Waratah; the German edition of Flinders notable for the important map; 
a fine set of Cook and an early Italian edition of La Perouse with unrecorded 
plates; together with manuscript letters and an early edition of Thomas More’s 
Utopia and the scarce anonymous Politician’s Dictionary of significance to Pacific 
discovery; as well as a rare Japanese Chronicle of “Foreign Relations” by Karitsu-
Gaishi with coloured woodcuts.

Please note: further historical and bibliographical notes for all items, as well as 
more images and a condition report, can be seen on our website. 
If viewing this online, these details are available by clicking anywhere on any 
description. Otherwise, the unique stock number provided for any item can be 
entered into the search field at www.hordern.com
Please direct any further enquiries to books@hordern.com 

Cover Illustration: detail from Karitsu-Gaishi, “Bankoku-Tokai Nendai-Ki…” Item 7
Below: detail from Martin Lipen, Navigatio Salomonis Ophiritica Illustrata. Item 12



1

ALLPORT, Clara.
Manly (View to the Heads).

Pencil and wash drawing, 250 x 350 mm.; inscribed on verso in pencil ‘Manly by Clara 
Allport about 1860’. Sydney, circa, 1860.

Charming view of the tiny settlement at Manly

Fine and most attractive working study for a fuller watercolour held at 
the Allport Library, Hobart. Clara Allport (1843-1907) was the daughter 
of watercolourist Henry Curzon Allport, pupil and contemporary of John 
Glover. This pencil and wash study (considerably larger than the finished 
watercolour) is a remarkable guide to her preparation for the finished 
work, depicting the small settlement at Manly surrounded by a lush fore-
ground of vegetation counterbalanced by the long line of the Heads set 
against rolling clouds. Examples of Clara Allport’s work are held at the 
Allport Library and Museum of Fine Arts in Tasmania.

$4500
4504043

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504043
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[BRISBANE SCHOOL OF ARTS]
Profr., Hennicke in his Unrivalled Entertainment of 
Magic and Mystery...which have never before been  
performed in these Colonies.

Silk theatre bill with green ribbon border, 355 x 238mm. Brisbane, Rogers & Harley, circa 
1868.

Colonial Magic and Mystery

A rare commemorative silk theatre bill on the Lieutenant  
Governor’s attendance at “Professor’’ Hennickes’s fabulous amusements 
at the Brisbane School of Arts. 

According to notices in the Brisbane Courier these entertainments of 
“Magic and Mystery” were to take place for “Three nights only” from 
Monday 29th until Wednesday 1st July 1868; Lieut. Governor O’Connell 
“And Suite” attending on the second night (being Tuesday 30th, not 
29th June, bill misdated). 

The various acts included in Professor Hennicke’s unrivalled enter-
tainment, included the headline act The Sphinx or “Talking Head” 
described in the press of the day as “one of the most incomprehensible 
illusions ever exhibited to an audience”. Similarly, his “Crystal Bottle or 
The Wines of Mystery” illusion was later described by one Tasmanian 
commentator as “altogether something beyond comprehension”. He is 
compared favourably with the “great Wizards of the North” (!) for Hen-
nicke’s bottle is “pure crystal... yet out of this bottle he can pour any wine 
or liquor asked for without a moment’s hesitation... port, sherry, chateau 
margaux, champagne, absinthe, brandy...” A useful trick in Australia.

$1500
4504229

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504229


COOK, Captain James.
A complete set of the three official voyage accounts.

Together eight volumes, quarto, and a folio atlas; early nineteenth century full calf, spines 
gilt in panels with red and black morocco labels; atlas volume recently rebound by Aquarius 
to match; text volumes with armorial bookplates of William Cockburn. London,Strahan, 
Cadell and Nicol, 1773, 1777 & 1784.

Complete set of Cook

An excellent, complete set of Cook’s voyages, in good editions, with the 
additional “Death of Cook” engraving after Webber. The series of official 
Cook narratives is the cornerstone of any collection of books relating 
to Australia or the Pacific. Illustrated with marvellous engravings based 
on the work of the official artists on the voyages, including Parkinson, 
Hodges, and Webber, the series stands as the great monument to Cook’s 
achievements.

This set is made up as follows:

FIRST VOYAGE. HAWKESWORTH, John. An Account of the  
Voyages… for making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere… Three 
volumes, quarto, 51 engraved plates and maps, many folding. London, 1773. 
First edition, with the “Chart of the Straights of Magellan” and “Descrip-
tion of the Cuts” (these are often missing in examples of the first edi-
tion).

SECOND VOYAGE. COOK, James. A Voyage towards the South Pole, 
and Round the World… Two volumes, quarto, 63 engraved plates and 
maps. London, 1777. Second edition.

THIRD VOYAGE. COOK, James and James KING. A Voyage to the  
Pacific Ocean… Three volumes, quarto, 24 engraved maps and coastal pro-
files; with separate folio Atlas, containing 2 folding maps with 61  
engraved plates with the additional ‘Death of Cook’ plate. London, 1784. The 
first edition.

Beddie, 648, 1217, 1543; Forbes, Hawaiian National Bibliography, 62; Hill, 782, 358 (different  
edition), 361; Holmes, 5, 24, 47. 

$78,500
4503965
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4503965




FLINDERS, Matthew.
Reise nach dem Austral-Lande…

Octavo, large folding map coloured in outline; an attractive copy in contemporary half calf, 
flat spine banded and decorated in gilt, leather labels. Weimar, Landes-Industire-Comptoir, 
1816.

Rare German edition of Flinders, with the important map 

The very rare first edition in German of Flinders’ great voyage 
account, the official narrative of his classic voyage of discovery 
in the Investigator, the first circumnavigation of Australia, ‘an 
enlightening and fascinating story of brilliant navigation and 
discovery’ (DNB).

Flinders’ voyage was a full-scale expedition to discover and ex-
plore the entire coastline of Australia (the name that Flinders 
himself preferred and championed). As Rodney Davidson 
points out, “the German edition is of particular interest because 
of its accompanying map”: the map identifies Dutch, English 
and French discoveries on the Australian continent, picking 
them out in different colours.

Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, p.120 ff.; Ferguson, 638; Kroepelien, 440; Henze 
II, 236 ff. 

$9600
4504216
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504216




GRANT, James.
The Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery…

Quarto, with a large folding plate, a folding chart, a coloured plate and five other engrav-
ings; with a presentation inscription to George Prevost from the author, inscribed verso of 
frontispiece; a large, uncut copy in recent straight 
grained red morocco, spine gilt with bands. London, 
C. Raworth, 1803.

Grant on Bass Strait and the Hunter 

First edition: an uncut presentation copy 
of one of the most important of the early 
Australian coastal voyages. This copy is 
complete with the uncommon leaf headed 
‘List of Encouragers’ and is inscribed ‘To Sir 
George Prevost with the Authors most Re-
spectful Compliments’. George Prevost was 
a professional military officer of longstand-
ing service in North America against the 
French. In 1811 Prevost was selected as both 
governor of Lower Canada, and governor-in-
chief of British North America.

Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, pp. 125-6 (‘rare and 
most desirable’); Hill, 718; Wantrup, 75.

$15750
4306458
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4306458






HOOD, Alexander.
Original Impressment Warrant 1794-1795.

Original printed sheet with manuscript additions, entire sheet measuring 490 x 385 mm., 
strong impression of the Admiralty blind stamp to top left-hand corner, signed by Captain 
Hood and countersigned by John Ibbetson, Second Secretary for the Admiralty, with three 
other unidentified contemporary signatures; originally folded to docket size.  
Issued London, 1794-1795.

A Cook sailor recruits by press gang 

A rare naval document, and a most interesting relic of one of Cook’s 
men: Captain Alexander Hood had served on Cook’s Resolution during 
the arduous second voyage, and manuscript material relating to his ca-
reer is scarce. This Admiralty impressment warrant was issued to Hood 
in 1794 to man the warship Audacious, and is complete with Hood’s 
signature in receipt of the order. Such warrants permitting recruitment 
by press-ganging were issued to commanders of vessels to recruit fit and 
experienced men to serve on naval vessels.

$4850
3812994
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=3812994


KARITSU-GAISHI.
Bankoku-Tokai Nendai-Ki… [A Chronicle of Foreign 
Relations].

Stitch sewn booklet measuring 149 x 79 mm., with two fine coloured woodblock prints, 
one double-page; original stitched wrappers, original cloth folding case; now preserved in a 
handsome green quarter morocco bookform box, banded spine gilt with red morocco labels. 
N.p. (Japan), 1854.

A Dutch ship in Nagasaki 

Rare and charming Japanese publication, with two fine coloured wood-
cuts, one a double-page view of a Dutch ship entering Nagasaki Bay, and 
the other depicting a Russian naval officer in full dress uniform. This 
slight volume was published as a description of the various voyages of 
foreign nations that arrived in Japan, from the earliest times up to the ar-
rival of Perry at Uraga and Shimoda in 1854. One of the prints was used 
in the publication two years earlier of Manjiro Nakahama’s famous Record 
of Drifting (see our catalogue of the Carlsmith collection, number 278).

Edo, 1854 (illustrated, p. 58).

$6400
2903140
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=2903140






LA PEROUSE, Jean Francois de Galaup.
Viaggi di La Perouse Intorno al Mondo.

Three volumes, duodecimo, three frontispieces and three plates, all with good contemporary 
handcolouring; contemporary quarter roan binding, lettered in gilt, marbled boards with 
vellum tips. Livorno, Tipografia Vignozzi, 1827.

With unrecorded plates

Attractive early Italian edition of La Pérouse’s voyage, containing six 
charming coloured plates (three of which are not recorded in the stan-
dard bibliographies). The first of these unrecorded plates is a costume 
study captioned ‘Uomo e Donna volgari della Concezione’; the second 
a view of Macao and the third depicts the death of botanist and savant 
Robert de Lamanon amidst a melée in Samoa during 1787. Neither 
Ferguson, Forbes not McLaren note the three plates additional to the 
frontispieces. Forbes did not in fact manage to sight a copy of the book. 
Ferguson cites his own copy, while McLaren consulted the Nan Kivell 
copy held by the National Library.

Ferguson, 1131; Forbes, 673; McLaren 26.

$4400
4011312
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4011312


LAWRENCE, William.
Lectures on Physiology, Zoology and the Natural History 
of Man…

Octavo, with seven craniology engravings, uncut in the original boards with the publisher’s 
spine label. Salem, Foote and Brown, 1828.

The American edition, and an unusually fine copy 

American edition of a controversial 
thesis on the anatomy and physiology 
of the human species, disseminating the 
five-fold racial schema propounded by 
the German scientist Johann Blumen-
bach throughout the English speaking 
world. Lectures on Physiology is the work 
of the celebrated English surgeon  
William Lawrence, best remembered 
for his pioneering work in the emerging 
science of ophthalmology. Lawrence 
openly acknowledges the great influ-
ence Blumenbach has exerted upon his 
studies: ‘the principal subject of the fol-
lowing pages has received its most nu-
merous and successful illustrations from 
your sagacity, industry, and learning… 
I think it a mere act of justice to dedi-
cate this work to you.’ Blumenbach’s 
sometimes ghoulish studies of cranial 
development and differences between 
the races paid great attention to ab-
original populations in the new world, 
and especially New South Wales. Some 
sections of this book, especially those 
treating human variation and craniol-
ogy, are lifted directly from Blumenbach. Furthermore, Lawrence adheres 
to the fivefold division of the human species expounded by Blumenbach 
(namely Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethiopian, American and Malay).

$325
4403149
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http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4403149






[DUMONT D’URVILLE] LE BRETON, Louis.
Rivière Derwent Près De Richemont (Ile Van-Diemen)…

Hand-coloured lithograph, 190 x 300 mm. Paris, circa, 1846.

Van Diemen’s Land

Original lithograph from Dumont d’Urville’s “Voyage 
au Pole Sud”, showing the Derwent River with, in the 
foreground, a coach-and-four going at full speed. At 
this time coaches were running between Hobart and 
New Norfolk; Craig notes that this is one of the first 
images of coaches.

Dumont d’Urville left Toulon on September 7, 1837, 
with two ships, the Astrolabe and the Zelee, on a voyage 
whose instructions included exploration of the Antarc-
tic. The voyage would be dogged by mishap and illness. 
The official artist Ernest Auguste Goupil died dur-
ing the expedition’s visit to Hobart in April 1840. Le 
Breton (1818-1866), the artist of this image, had sailed 
as assistant surgeon but now was called upon to replace 
Goupil as official artist since his ability in that field 
had come to Dumont d’Urville’s attention. Le Breton 
resigned from his medical functions in 1848 and trans-
ferred to the Department of Maps and Charts in Paris, 
where he remained until his death on 30 August 1866.
Craig, ‘Old Tasmanian Prints’, p.75 & 82.

$950
4504223
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LINDT, J.W.
Picturesque New Guinea…

Octavo, autotype photographic plates; original gilt decorated cloth, recased with new end-
papers; slipcase. London, Longman’s, Green, and Company, 1887.

Coastal cultures of New Guinea 

First edition of this famous work, 
probably the most outstanding ex-
ample of expedition photography 
undertaken in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. This is an unusually good 
copy of this scarce book, more often 
seen in poor condition or in later 
binding, or both.

Lindt, an accomplished professional 
photographer, accompanied the ex-
pedition that established Sir Peter 
Scratchley as the first British  
administrator of Papua New Guinea. 
Lindt’s photographs are beauti-
fully reproduced in this volume 
by the autotype process, probably 
still the most effective process for 
the mechanical reproduction of 
photographic images. The text of 
Lindt’s volume includes his detailed 

account of the expedition and other material on Papua and the native 
population,

$3850
4504023

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504023
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LIPEN, Martin.
Navigatio Salomonis Ophiritica Illustrata.

Thick duodecimo, with an engraved title; contemporary vellum binding. Wittenberg, 
Andrea Hartmann, 1660.

Finding the fabled land of Ophir 

Intriguing study of Ophir, the mythical land of gold and riches described 
in the Old Testament. This book draws upon a wide range of sources, 
from classical geographers to contemporary voyage accounts, speculating 
that Ophir may lie in the East Indies, or South America. Several books 
of the Old Testament – including Genesis, Kings and Isaiah – describe 
the bounty of Ophir, where King Solomon ventured to bring back gold, 
gemstones and exotic animals (including monkeys, elephants and birds 
with splendid plumage). The gold of Ophir was reputed to be of unparal-
leled quality; not surprisingly the location of this fabled land captured the 
imagination of both scholars and travellers during the era of European 
expansion. The influx of rare commodities from Southeast Asia made a 
tremendous impact upon the economy of Europe during the seventeenth-
century; it follows that the East Indies were often cited as the location for 
the land of Ophir. Specific reference here is made to Sumatra and Ma-
lacca (the southwest coast of the Malay peninsula). The author, German 
pedagogue and bibliographer Martin Lipen (1630-1692), draws upon 
Ptolemy and medieval Arabic scholarship in examining these possibili-
ties.

Paulin Voyage aux Indes Orientales p.245; Sabin 41390.

$2200
3609610

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=3609610
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MACE, Henry.
Original letter from a Sydney shopkeeper extolling  
emigration to New South Wales.

Original manuscript, four pages measuring 327 x 204 mm.; addressed and folded to letter 
size with Dover postmark, very good condition. Sydney, 15 March, 1831.

“Every thing so cheap except labour” 

A lengthy manuscript letter from Henry Mace, a newly established and 
prospering Sydney chemist, to his brother John in Kent 
advocating Australia (over America) as the place for suc-
cessful emigration.

Mace advocates the Colony as being advantageous to the 
emigrant describing the availability of good land and re-
sources in an environment where everything but labour is 
affordable. ‘Any person arriving here now, may buy a culti-
vated farm with house and out houses, cattle, sheep, imple-
ments and all for less than £300… every thing so cheap 
except labour, fine farms being sold every week for almost 
nothing – Sheriff sales [presumably foreclosures]. A brisk 
emigration would make this a nice place…a paradise...’

$885
4205944

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4205944
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[MUIR] MACKENZIE, Peter.
The Life of Thomas Muir, Esq. Advocate…

Octavo, with a silhouette portrait as frontispiece, old half calf, rubbed but a good copy. 
Glasgow, W.R. McPhun, Trongate; Simpkin & Marshall, London, 1831.

Short life but long trial of a Scottish Martyr 

Scarce: the standard memoir of the 18th-century Scottish martyr. 
Thomas Muir was the most famous of the so-called “Scottish Mar-
tyrs” sentenced to transportation after free speech trials in Scotland. 
Together with his unfortunate fellow exiles he arrived in Sydney on 
the Surprize in October 1794. Muir lived quietly on a small farm on 
the North Shore opposite Sydney Cove, but in early 1796 caused a 
furore by taking advantage of the arrival of the American-registered 
fur-trader the Otter to escape English imprisonment. After an ex-
traordinary series of adventures in America he eventually reached 
Paris in 1797 where he “assisted the Directoire on a proposal to 
invade England and worked on a lengthy manuscript account of 
his exile and subsequent travels…” (Wantrup). In 1799 he died in 
poverty.

Ferguson, 1455.

$950
4504231

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504231
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[MONTEFIORE, E.L]
Entree du Port Jackson.

Ink sketch, unsigned, 125 x 105mm. Sydney, , circa 1875.

Sydney Heads 

Eliezer Levi Montefiore (1820-1894), sketcher, etcher, art patron, gal-
lery director and businessman, migrated in 1843 to Adelaide where he 
became a commission and shipping agent. In 1853 he went to Melbourne 
to represent some of his family’s extensive business interests; here he was 
also able to develop his own interest in the arts, which had already briefly 
shown itself in Adelaide. After moving to Sydney in 1871, his closer 
involvement was linked with the founding of the New South Wales 
Academy of Art, and from this the Art Gallery of New South Wales, of 
which he became first Director from 1892 until his death in 1894. He was 
a talented black and white artist and was elected a member of the Royal 
Society of New South Wales in 1875, he contributed to its journal such 
essays as ‘Etchings and Etchers’ (1876) and ‘Art Criticism’ (1879).

$350
4504228

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504228
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MORE, Sir Thomas.
Sir Thomas Moore’s Utopia…

Small quarto, an elegant copy in later full morocco by Riviere. London, Bernard Alsop, 
1624.

Early edition of More’s great invented world 

A very good seventeenth-century edition of Thomas More’s landmark 
fable in English, the fourth edition of the humanist Ralph Robinson’s 
translation, here “newly corrected” by Bernard Alsop. It is also the first 
edition to carry the new dedication to Cresacre More, great grandson of 
the author. Robinson’s translation from the Latin original is the first, and 
widely considered to be best.

European Americana, 624/93; Gibson, ‘St. Thomas More with a Bibliography of Utopiana’, 28;  
Printing and the Mind of Man, 47 (citing the first 1516 Latin edition); STC, 18097.

$12,500
3603421

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=3603421
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PENDLETON, William & John (lithographers).
The Kan-ga-roo.

Lithograph, 140 x 210 mm., mounted with accompanying text on card measuring 390 x 
275 mm; recent archival mount and frame.  Boston, Pendletons Lithography circa, 1826.

“He jumps from rock to rock” 

Early composite educational poster combining lithography and letter-
press, here using a Kangaroo to teach the letter ‘K’. The image of the 
kangaroo was printed from stone by the early North American lithogra-
phers William and John Pendleton who ran a studio located in Boston’s 
Graphic Court. Although their business was of limited duration, operat-
ing for just under eleven years from 1825, the quality of their output was 
high by the standards of American lithography. In 1825 John Pendleton 
purchased a lithographic press in Boston but lacked the experience to de-
ploy the machinery until his brother returned from Europe with practical 
printing experience. Over the coming decade several staff and appren-
tices, including Nathaniel Currier, acquired the skills to establish their 
own lithographic studios.

$3850
4504032

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504032
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POLITICIAN’S DICTIONARY.
The Politician’s Dictionary…

Two volumes, octavo; a fine copy, complete with half titles, in a simple contemporary bind-
ing of sheep. London, Geo. Allen and William Lane, 1775.

 “The Southern Continent” 

Extremely scarce: the anonymous ‘Politician’s Dictionary’ contains  
considerable material on colonisation in general, but is of particular  
significance for its 34-page article on “The Southern Continent” in 
which the author discusses the geography of the Pacific, the familiar  
arguments for the existence of a southern continent and the voyages that 
have demonstrated its existence – Tasman, Quiros, Schouten, Dampier, 
etc. He continues with a physical description of the continent, the pos-
sibilities for its settlement, its uses for trade, agriculture, manufacture, a 
comparison with other colonial ventures, and the attractions of settling 
New Zealand and some of the Pacific islands at the same time. In short 
this is a highly important article which, drawing its information from 
Harris, De Brosses, Callander and others, discusses from an independent 
standpoint the advantages to be gained from colonising Australia.

Kress, 7154; not in Goldsmith’s Library, the British Library, or the John Carter Brown Library cata-
logues; not recorded by Spence, Hocken or Sabin.

$3000
4504232

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504232
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SLOMAN FAMILY.
Small manuscript archive relating to the Bathurst  
property of Thomas Sloman.
Finance & love in early Bathurst

A remarkable archive of mail received by the 
Sloman family, all in near pristine condition; 23 
separately dated letters totalling some 100 pages 
of various sizes; see note for more details. Exeter, 
1833-1843. 

A fascinating archive of detailed and can-
did family letters sent to the prominent 
Bathurst settler Thomas Sloman in the 
decade after he arrived in Sydney. The 
archive provides a good historical insight 
into the daily life and financial struggles of 
a frontier pastoralist in New South Wales 
during the growth years of the 1830s.

$4250
4211192

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4211192
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[SMITH] SOWERBY, James
Embothrium Speciosissimum…

Hand coloured engraved plate, 235 x 170mm, mounted and in a handsome nineteenth 
century timber frame. London, Published by J. Sowerby & Co, 1793.

The First Engraved Image Of The Magnificent Waratah 

This superb image, ‘the most magnificent plant which the prolific soil of 
New Holland affords is, by common consent both of Europeans and Na-
tives, the Waratah. It is more over a favourite with the latter, upon ac-
count of a rich honeyed juice which they sip from its flowers.” (Smith)

Nissen, 1861; Sitwell and Blunt, Great Flower Books, p.76.

$5850
4504199

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504199
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[NOTICE TO MARINERS] TORRES STRAIT.
New Discoveries.

Single sheet of wove paper, 205 x 190 mm. N.P., circa, 1857.

Torres Strait coral patch 

Very interesting and ephemeral hand-bill printing the latest 
dangers to shipping, including notice of reefs in the Torres Strait. 
Such hand-bills must be among the rarest of survivals relating 
to the dangers to shipping at mid-nineteenth century. Around 
1800 many of the now familiar policies regarding the centralised 
recording and printing of hydrographic details were developed by 
Alexander Dalrymple in the process of establishing the Admiralty 
Chart office. By mid-century the basic principles of recording 
such information were accepted procedure, and hand-bills with 
the latest information represent the cutting edge of navigation, 
today made redundant by electronic updating. Handbills such as 
this gave essential advice for the updating of ships’ charts.

$725
4012328

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4012328
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[TRANSPORTATION]
Proceedings under the Special Commission at York… 
connected with the late disturbances in the West-Riding 
of this County. Second Edition.

Octavo, [ii], 72pp. (last blank), recent wrappers. Leeds, Edward Baines, 1813.

Luddites sent to New South Wales 

Detailed account of the Yorkshire Luddite trials of January 1813: the 
Luddite attacks on industrial revolution technology were quickly sup-
pressed by the courts, with punishments often including either capital 
sentences or transportation. Contemporary published accounts (such as 
these reports of York trials) form an important primary source for the his-
tory of convicts transported to New South Wales for sedition.

John Dinwiddy, Luddism and Politics in the Northern Counties, pp.44-52.

$1225
4210167

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4210167
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[KING, PHILLIP PARKER] WALKER, John engraver.
Chart of Part of the N.W. Coast of Australia by Phillip P. 
King…

Engraved map measuring 589 x 880 mm. London, Admiralty Hydrographic Office, after 
1842.

Updated with ‘Beagle’ survey information 

Striking Admiralty chart prepared by Captain Phillip 
Parker King from his survey voyages of 1818-22 and 
revised with information from the Beagle survey of 
northern Australian waters during 1837-42. This map 
covers the vast coastline from Cape Ford to the Lace-
pédè Islands and is from a series of eight charts map-
ping the northern and west coasts of Australia. It is a 
lasting testament to King’s commitment to completing 
the mapping of the Australian continent, and thus 
completing the work of Cook and Flinders.

British Map Engravers , p.692; Ritchie ‘The Admiralty Chart’, pp.173-74; 
Tooley, 805 (first edition).

$1800
4107500

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4107500
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WILKINSON, Robert.
An Accurate Map of the Islands and Channels between 
China and New Holland.

Engraved map, 265 x 338mm., contemporary handcolouring, a lovely impression, early 
manuscript “42” in ink to lower right margin. London, R. Wilkinson, 1 January, 1794.

From Port Jackson to Canton 

The companion to Wilkinson’s map of the east 
coast of Australia. This map of South-East Asia is 
rather usefully designed to show the islands between 
Canton at top left and the Torres Strait in the bot-
tom right, giving an overview of the waters which 
in the 1790s were seeing the beginnings of what 
would become the established China/India to New 
Holland trade, with its famous waterways such as 
the Straits of Sunda and Malacca, and the Sulu Sea. 
In fact, as an overview of this burgeoning trade, the 
map could scarcely be bettered.

$845
4209123

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4209123
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[COOK: LIFE] YOUNG, Rev. George.
A History of Whitby

Two volumes, octavo, 17 engraved plates (6 folding); contemporary diced russia, elabo-
rately gilt, slightly rubbed, neatly rebacked, retaining the original spines. With the bookplate 
of Benjamin Gowland one of the subscribers. Whitby, 1817.

The birthplace of the Endeavour by Cook’s biographer

George Young was a remarkable figure: a cleric fluent in several languag-
es, with an avid interest in the fossil and geological record of Yorkshire 
and Whitby more specifically. He was a keen collector and promoted the 
collection of fossils, and helped to establish the Whitby Museum. The 
first volume of this comprehensive work denotes the ecclesiastical his-
tory of Whitby and the Abbey of Streoneshalh with the second scoping 
Whitby’s rich fossil record and including a lengthy entry and portrait 
of its most famous inhabitant, James Cook. The present work is a sub-
scriber’s copy and despite this list numbering over 600, it remains scarce 
to the market
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